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1. In this note, we shall give some properties of a kind of sphere
bundles. As for the definition of the fibre bundle, see for example, N. E.
Steenrod [31.

THEOREM 1. Let Sm be an m-dimensional sphere, and Mn be an (n — m)-
sphere bundle over Sm (n > m ί> 2). In addition, let the homotopy groups
πiCM") vanish for i = 1, , m. Then n must be equal to 2m — 1.

PROOF.
 2) In considering the homotopy groups of Mn, let x0 be their

base point, and S%~~m be the fibre over x0. Then we get the following exact
homotopy sequence

According to the hypothesis on πι(Mn) and to the exactness of (1. 1), we
get
<1.2) πι(Mn,S%-m)**7rt-Ύ(S%"m) (2 S * S m\
On the other hand, as Mn is compact, the covering homotopy theorem
holds in this case, and according to the theorem of W. Hurewicz and N. E.
Steenrod [2], we get

' infinite cyclic group, for i = m,
a. 3) *i(M, sr> ~ *.ίs) {_ 0 f o r 2 ^ . s f_ ! i f m

From (1.2) and (Ί. 3), we can easily obtain the required conclusion.
Evidently, this theorem can be extended to the generalized •spaces,

where the structure of homotopy groups and the dimensionalities are the
same as we have quoted above.

2. In this section, we shall consider particularly, the orientable mani-
fold M2m~ι, which is an Cm — l}-sphere bundle over Sm. In addition, we
shall assume that the projection π : M2m~ι -> S'n is algebraically inessential.

Let the oriented sphere Sm be situated in an (m 4- l>Euclidean space
(χl} xm+0 by the equation

And we shall separate Sm into two hemispheres E™,E™ respectively,
£f = {(xύeSm\xm+ι > 0}, E% = {(xd€Sm\xm+1 S 0}.

We shall define S^"1 = E™^Ef, Oτ = (0, • 0,1), O2 = CO, • , 0, - lλ and

orient SJ1"1 coherently with E™ and conversely with ET
It is well known [1], that the fibre bundle over an element must be a

product bundle. Therefore, there must exist two homeomorphisms ψx and

1) Prof. K. Aoki suggested me the proof of this theorem.
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such that :
' = Φι(E™ x Sm-\), π'\E^ = Φ2(E% x

(2.: ΨΛ{ Λ X ~^φ*(x sm-ι}^φ2(E™ x

^GE1™ x .S^'^φ^E™ x S m - ^ = ̂ iCS?"1 x S^-1;

= ^ ( S J 1 " 1 x S"1"1; = Zλ

Therefore, if we define ψ —Φ^Φi, Ψ is a homeomorphism from S^"1 x S'Λ~\

the subset of E»ι x Sm-\ onto Sg1-1 x S"6"1, the subset of Eg x S^"1.
We shall subdivide all the spaces considered here into simplicial com-

plexes. Then, without any loss of generality, we can assume that all
the mappings defined above are simplicial ones.

Now, let the Cm — l>dimensional homology basis of the subcomplex

A XS'"-\ S-^X tfl;

and similarly that of E™ x Sm'1 b e

ίa X S'^1, S™-1 X ^2.

Then we get the following homology relation with suitable integers a and b,
ψCS'i'-1 x qθ ~a p2x S"1'1 + b SJ1"1 xq, in S ^ " 1 x S"1"1.

If we apply φ* here, we get

(2.2) ^TCSJ*' 1 x 0].) — tf Ψι(Pz x S"- 1 ; + ̂  Φ^S™-1 x <?2) in D.
We shall take here the cycle <P1(Oι x Sm""\), which is evidently disjoint
with D. Therefore we get from C2.2)

Vtfn-KΦiCS™-1 x qθ, φ1(O1 x Sm-\Ό

(2. 3) = a V^-if^aCPa x S"*-1.), ΦitOi x S m " 0 )

+ 5 Fj,*»-i (φzCS™-1 x ^ J , ^(Ox x S'"'-1)),

denoting by Fj/2^-1 the linking coefficient in the manifold M'Άm~ι.

The first term of the right hand side of (2. 3) defines evidently a times

of the Hopf invariant of the projection, which we shall denote by c(π).

The second term must vanish from the fact that <P2(S%~1 x q2) bounds

φ /E™-1 x Q2). On the other hand, since ^iCSjJ^XtfO bounds in <Pι(E™xSm~ ) ,

Λve can easily verify that

Vnvn-iζΦXSp-1 x qj, φ,(O, x S™'1))

- ^(*fx^-^iCsy- 1 x ί j , ^iCθ! x s1"-υ)

= ^ ^ ^ - ^ s ^ x ^ i , OxxS"1-1; - 1.

From this fact and from (2.3), we get c(π) — ± 1 and re-orienting if
necessary, we can omit the negative sign. Therefore, we have proved the
following theorem:

THEOREM 22 ) Let the orient able manifold M2™'1 be an (m — l)-sphere
bundle over Sm, and let the projection be algebraically inessential, then the

2) Prof. T. Kudo showed me another proof for this theorem, where the base sphere
is, instead of being separated into two hemispheres, regarded as an element with
the boundary pinched to a point.
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Hopf invariant of the projection must be unity, by choosing the orientation
of M2m~ι suitably.

The following theorem makes clearer the structure of such a sphere
bundle.

THEOREM 3. Using the notations and assumptions as above, we get the
following homologies

C9 ΛΛ ^ifSf-1 x Qi) - <PXSγ-1 xqj ~ ±<P LĈ T x S™-)}

by choosing the orientations of Mzm~ι suitably, and by reducing the non
orientable bundles into orientable ones.

. [ in D.

PROOF. Let a, b,af and b' be integers such that

" a φz{pΛ x Sm~O + b ^CSS1"1 x

* β' î(/>i x Sm-1) + V ^iCS?"1 x

Then,, if we solve these homologies on a, b, d and bf, the conclusion of
the theorem can be easily obtained.

3. An example. We shall consider here the simplest case m = 2. Let
(pi, θι), ( 0 ^ Pi ^ 1, 0 <Ξ#! ̂ =2π) be the polar coordinates in the north
hemisphere E{ of Sa, and ξ (0 <Ξ ξ <; 2π) be the angle coordinate of a circle
S1. If we take a point (pl7 θι) € ^? and ξ € S1, then the point
(3.1) (pτ cos C0i ± f λ pi sin (^ ± f) cos (it ξ), sin (± f).)

lies in ^ x S1. Conversely, if we take the point (xλ, x2 uΊj u2), (xj + x\ ̂  1,

u\ \- u\ = 1) in £f x S1, then the value ph satisfying the condition (3.1), is

uniquely determined and the angles θ\ and ξ are congruently determined by

mod 2π. Therefore, (3,1) is considered to be a kind of product repre-

sentation of Ef x S1.

As well as in E\, we shall take in E\ the polar coordinates (p2, Θ2),.

and in S1 the angle coordinate η, and represent E?λ x Sι as follows:

(3.2.) (ρ>> cos (θ2 ± η), pz sin (Θ2 d-η) cos ( ± rf), s i n ( = t ^ ) .

Next, we shall define two maps φt: Ef x S1 -> S3, (i = 1. 2) by defining,

the images of (3.1.) and (3.2) by the coordinates

C3.3;

Pi Λ Pi eosC'ifcf) sinCit

respectively. If we denote the coordinates of (3.3.) as (yly y2, y3, y^7 they
must satisfy the following relations respectively:

Therefore Ή\ and Hrz are two subsets of S3. Here, we can easily verify
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that φΎ and ψ2 are homeorphisms.

Next, in choosing coordinates in Ej as (pt, ΘO, the coordinates of the
point on the common region, namely on the boundary pζS^ can be chosen
to be (1,0.) or (1, — θ) according to the cases that p belongs to E\ or to
Eξ respectively. Therefore, from (3. 3) we get by the continuously depen-
ding rotations

Φι(P x S1) = Φ2(p x S1), for every peSl .
Therefore, S3 is an orientable circle bundle over S2.

If we take two points p1 =(1,O)€SJ, q± = (OJCS1, the 1-dimensional
homology basis of the space îC'Sj x S1.) is obtained as follows :

fcos(±ξ) sin(ifcf) cosr±f) s in(±f)\

Similarly that of 9 (̂SJ x 51) is obtained as follows :

. n /cos(±77) sin (±77) cos(±r;)

1
 Λ cos (9.

And then we obtain easily

(Sl ) (pΎxSι) in D
CίsxS 1) in D.

These are the conclusions of Theorem 3.
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